Test of the transmission line model and the traveling current source model with triggered lightning return strokes at very close range
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[1] We test the two simplest and most conceptually different return stroke models, the transmission line model (TLM) and the traveling current source model (TCSM), by comparing the first microsecond of model-predicted electric and magnetic field wave forms and field derivative wave forms at 15 m and 30 m with the corresponding measured wave forms from triggered lightning return strokes. In the TLM the return stroke process is modeled as a current wave injected at the base of the lightning channel and propagating upward along the channel with neither attenuation nor dispersion and at an assumed constant speed. In the TCSM the return stroke process is modeled as a current source traveling upward at an assumed constant speed and injecting a current wave into the channel, which then propagates downward at the speed of light and is absorbed at ground without reflection. The electric and magnetic fields were calculated from Maxwell’s equations given the measured current or current derivative at the channel base, an assumed return stroke speed, and the temporal and spatial distribution of the channel current specified by the return stroke model. Electric and magnetic fields and their derivatives were measured 15 m and 30 m from rocket-triggered lightning during the summer of 2001 at the International Center for Lightning Research and Testing at Camp Blanding, Florida. We present data from a five-stroke flash, S0105, and compare the measured fields and field derivatives with the model-predicted ones for three assumed lightning return stroke speeds, \( v = \frac{1}{C^2} \times 10^8 \) m/s, \( v = \frac{2}{C^2} \times 10^8 \) m/s, and \( v = \frac{2.99}{C^2} \times 10^8 \) m/s (essentially the speed of light). The results presented show that the TLM works reasonably well in predicting the measured electric and magnetic fields (field derivatives) at 15 m and 30 m if return stroke speeds during the first microsecond are chosen to be between \( 1 \times 10^8 \) m/s and \( 2 \times 10^8 \) m/s (near \( 2 \times 10^8 \) m/s). In general, the TLM works better in predicting the measured field derivatives than in predicting the measured fields. The TCSM does not adequately predict either the measured electric fields or the measured electric and magnetic field derivatives at 15 and 30 m during the first microsecond or so.
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1. Introduction and Literature Review

[2] Rakov and Uman [1998] have classified a number of frequently used “engineering” return stroke models into two categories, transmission-line-type models and traveling-current-source-type models, with the implied location of the current source and the direction of the current wave as the distinguishing factors. The current source in the transmission-line-type models is often visualized to be at the lightning channel base where it injects an upward-traveling current wave that propagates behind and at the same speed as the upward-propagating return stroke front. The current source in the traveling-current-source-type models is often visualized as located at the front of the upward-moving return stroke from which point the current injected into the channel propagates downward to ground at the speed of light. Traveling-current-source-type models can also be viewed as involving current sources distributed along the lightning channel that are progressively activated by the upward-moving return stroke front, releasing the charge deposited by the preceding leader [e.g., Rachidi et al., 2002].

[3] The transmission line model (TLM) is the most widely used model of the lightning return stroke and is
the simplest of the models in the transmission-line-type category. The TLM is generally attributed to Uman and McLain [1969, 1970], who named and developed it mathematically, although similar models had previously been formulated by Wagner [1960] and by Dennis and Pierce [1964]. The TLM has been primarily employed to estimate return stroke peak currents and peak current derivatives from measurements of the peak electric field and peak electric field derivative, respectively, with an assumed return stroke speed [e.g., Weidman and Krider, 1980; Krider et al., 1996]. These measurements are generally made some tens of kilometers or more from the lightning channel, distances at which the radiation field component of the total electric field dominates the peak value.

[4] In the TLM, the current specified at the base of the channel \( i(0, \ t) \) is assumed to propagate upward along the channel with a constant speed \( v \), the speed of the return stroke front. The current at a height \( z' \) from the base of a straight and vertical channel is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
  i(z', t) &= i(0, t - z'/v) \quad t \geq z'/v \\
  i(z', t) &= 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t < z'/v.
\end{align*}
\]

[5] The current at a given height \( z' \) is equal to the current at ground at time \( z'/v \) earlier. For a vertical lightning channel over a perfectly conducting flat Earth, Uman and McLain [1970] and Uman et al. [1975] have shown analytically that, at distances that are much greater than the radiating channel length and for which the radiation field \( E_{\text{rad}} \) is dominant, the TLM predicts the following relationship between the vertical electric field and channel-base current:

\[
\begin{align*}
  E_{\text{rad}}(r, t + r/c) &= -\frac{v}{2\pi c^2 r} i(0, t) \\
  E_{\text{rad}} &= cB_{\text{rad}},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( B_{\text{rad}} \) denotes the azimuthal magnetic radiation field component, \( r \) is the horizontal distance from the channel base to the observation point, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space. It is apparent from equation (2a) that if \( v \) is known or assumed and if the distance is known, peak current can be determined from measured electric or magnetic far-field peak, and peak current derivative can be determined from electric or magnetic far-field derivative peak, the latter via the time derivative of (2a).

[6] The Traveling Current Source Model (TCSM), proposed by Heidler [1985], is the simplest member of the category of traveling-current-source-type models. In the TCSM the current source is implied to be at the upward-propagating (at constant speed \( v \)) return stroke front and the current wave propagates downward with the speed of light \( c \) to the Earth where it vanishes (which implies that the channel is terminated in its characteristic impedance). The current at a height \( z' \) from the base of a straight and vertical channel is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
  i(z', t) &= i(0, t + z'/c) \quad t \geq z'/v \\
  i(z', t) &= 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t < z'/v.
\end{align*}
\]

The current at a given height \( z' \) is equal to the current at ground at time \( z'/c \) later.

[7] Willett et al. [1988, 1989] tested the TLM for return strokes in triggered lightning with electric field and electric field derivative measurements made 5.16 km from the lightning channel. Optical return stroke speeds were also obtained. Willett et al. [1989] concluded that

. . . the TLM provides a reasonable fit to the data for the first one or two \( \mu s \) of triggered lightning return strokes. \( E_p \) (where \( p \) denotes peak values) is linearly related to \( i \) and \( dE/dt \), to \( dE/dt \), although the regression line does not pass through the origin and its slope (or the TLM velocity) depends on whether field or field derivative is used. Willett et al. [1989] found, using equation (2a), a TLM mean speed of \( 1.6 \times 10^5 \) m/s for the field and \( 2.0 \times 10^5 \) m/s for its derivative. Willett et al. [1988, 1989] also argue that if the sharp initial spike observed in their measured electric field wave forms, typically representing about 10% of the peak value, is truncated, the current and electric field wave forms are similar and hence the TLM works better. In order to explain the electric field spike they consider the situation where the junction point of the upward connecting leader from the strike object and the downward dart leader is tens of meters above ground, allowing a downward propagating return stroke component for a short time that contributes to an increase in the overall radiation field for that time. The inferred TLM return stroke speeds are not well correlated with the measured optical speeds but are apparently within the measurement error of the measured optical speeds. For the data of Willett et al. [1988], the triggering was done from a 20-m-high, well-grounded structure at the Kennedy Space Center, and, for the data in Willett et al. [1989], from a 5 m structure above salt water at the Kennedy Space Center; whereas in the Camp Blanding experiments reported here the strike object was only 2 m high and was located in the center of a \( 70 \times 70 \) m\(^2\) buried metallic grid, to which it was grounded.

[8] Thottappillil and Uman [1993] used the data of Willett et al. [1989] to test the TLM, the TCSM, and three other return stroke models. They found that the TLM is “best” for calculating peak currents from measured far-field peaks and measured return stroke speeds because it provides a similar or better result than the other four models from a simpler mathematical relationship (equation (2a)). However, the TLM is not adequate for modeling the fields at later times, after the peak value. For a given current at the channel base, the TCSM and the two other traveling-current-source-type models (the Diendorfer-Uman Model and the Modified Diendorfer-Uman Model, both of which simulate a gradual release of charge into the return stroke channel, as opposed to the TCSM in which the charge is injected into the channel instantaneously at the return stroke front) produced larger electric field peaks than the TLM model and another transmission-line-type model (the Modified Transmission Line Model with exponential current decay with height). Thottappillil and Uman [1993] noted that a narrow initial spike in some measured electric field wave forms was more likely to be present if the maximum slope of the measured current occurred near the peak current. The initial spikes were reproduced by the traveling-current-source-type models, but not by the transmission-line-type models, although all model-predicted spikes were 1.5 to 10 times larger than the measured spikes. Apparently, the test of the TCSM by Thottappillil and Uman [1993] is the only
test of that model using measured fields, currents, and return stroke speeds.

Leteinturier et al. [1990] and Uman et al. [2000] tested the TLM at the close ranges of 50 m and 10, 14, and 30 m, respectively, using measured peak electric field derivatives and measured peak current derivatives for triggered lightning along with the time derivative of equation (2a). Leteinturier et al. [1990] calculated a mean return stroke speed of $2.9 \times 10^8$ m/s (sample size 40, standard deviation $4 \times 10^7$ m/s) for the 50 m data. Uman et al. [2000] calculated mean return stroke speeds of $1.7 \times 10^8$ m/s (sample size 7, standard deviation $5 \times 10^7$ m/s), $3.1 \times 10^8$ m/s (sample size 3, standard deviation $1.1 \times 10^8$ m/s), and $2.9 \times 10^8$ m/s (sample size 7, standard deviation $7 \times 10^7$ m/s) for the 10 m, 14 m, and 30 m data, respectively. Note that the electric field derivative data at 10 m of Uman et al. [2000] may contain errors, as noted by Schoene et al. [2003]. The inferred return stroke speeds are likely to be overestimated since the field derivative peak at those close ranges contains, in addition to the radiation component assumed in deriving equation (2a), significant electrostatic and induction components [Uman et al., 2002] (discussed below), a possibility also suggested by Cooray [1989] and Leteinturier et al. [1990]. In the study of Leteinturier et al. [1990], the strike object was the 20-m-high structure at the Kennedy Space Center referred to above, and for the study of Uman et al. [2000] it was either a 6-m-high or a 10-m-high structure at Camp Blanding, the site of the experiment discussed in this paper.

Uman et al. [2002] used electric and magnetic field derivatives measured at 15 m along with measured current derivatives from triggered lightning to test the TLM. In their experiment, the strike object was a 2 m$^2$ vertical rod mounted at the center of a 70 m$^2$ buried metal grid so as to minimize the effects of the strike object and the effects of field propagation over a poorly conducting Earth. The rocket launcher was placed below the ground surface in a pit. This experimental configuration is the same as that used for acquiring the data reported in the present paper. Uman et al. [2002] attempted to reproduce measured field derivatives at 15 m for two strokes (S9934-6 and S9934-7) using the TLM, the expressions for the total electric and magnetic field derivatives (not just radiation field components), and a straight but tilted channel roughly approximating the observed lightning path. The return stroke speed was a variable parameter. Uman et al. [2002] calculated the electric and magnetic field derivatives and compared them to the observed field derivatives for speeds of $1 \times 10^8$, $2 \times 10^8$, and $2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s and found that a reasonable match, given the potential measurement errors, was achieved for both strokes for a return stroke speed between $2 \times 10^8$ m/s and $2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s. Their calculations showed that all electric field components (electrostatic, induction, and radiation) are significantly present in the electric field derivative peaks at 15 m and 30 m for a speed of $2 \times 10^8$ m/s and that, while the derivative wave shape does not change significantly from 15 m to 30 m, the mix of electric field components does. Note that Thottappillil and Rakov [2001] have shown that the separation of the total electric field into the three components noted above is not unique.

In this paper, we study triggered lightning strokes that exhibited straight and nearly vertical channels to test the adequacy of both the TLM and the TCSM. We present measured electric and magnetic fields and their derivatives and compare them with those calculated using the two models, whose inputs are measured channel-base current and current derivative and three assumed return stroke speeds: $1 \times 10^8$, $2 \times 10^8$, and $2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s. We show that the TLM provides a reasonable fit to the measured data for the first microsecond while the TCSM does not.

2. Experiment and Data

[12] The experiment was conducted in 2001 at the International Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT) at Camp Blanding in north central Florida. The 2001 experiment was similar to the 1999 and 2000 experiments which have been described briefly in the previous section and in detail by Crawford et al. [2001], Rakov et al. [2001], Miki et al. [2002], Uman et al. [2002], and Schoene et al. [2003]. A sketch of the arrangement of sensors during 1999, 2000, and 2001 at the ICLRT is given in Figure 1. A photograph showing the strike object, a 2 m rod projecting above a metal mesh ground plane, the pit housing the underground launcher, and triggered lightning event S0105 from summer 2001, analyzed here, is found in Figure 2.

[13] We measured currents and current derivatives at the lightning channel base as well as the electric and magnetic fields and their time derivatives at distances of 15 m and 30 m from the strike point. All data were low-pass filtered before they were digitized with sampling rates ranging from 25 MHz to 250 MHz. The measured parameters with the corresponding 3 dB cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter and the sampling rate are listed in Table 1.

[14] We tested the accuracy of the measured parameters for the strokes of lightning flash S0105 by comparing the measured current derivatives and the measured electric and magnetic field derivatives with the corresponding numerically differentiated currents and fields. We use the current and the field derivatives for this test rather than the currents and fields because the derivative wave forms provide a more sensitive measure of comparison. The measured $dI/dt$ wave forms and the differentiated current wave forms are generally in good agreement (ratio of peaks of measured wave forms/peaks of numerically differentiated wave forms mean: 0.95, standard deviation: 0.07). The $dE/dt$ wave forms measured at distances of 15 m and 30 m are on average larger than the differentiated electric field wave forms (mean ratio of peaks: 1.17, standard deviation: 0.22). The $dB/dt$ wave forms measured at distances of 15 m and 30 m are on average similar to the differentiated magnetic field wave forms, although there is considerable dispersion in the ratio of the peaks (ratio of peaks mean: 0.96, standard deviation: 0.21). Note that the measured $dB/dt$ at 15 m for stroke 5 and the measured $dE/dt$ at 30 m for strokes 3, 4, and 5 are slightly clipped and consequently the maximum value, mean, and standard deviation in the statistics above that include these underestimated parameters are also slightly underestimated. Further, note that the fields and field derivatives are measured in different locations (Figure 1). Note also that the shapes of the differentiated wave forms are generally wider than the shapes of the measured derivative wave forms. The discrepancies between the directly measured derivatives and those obtained
by numerical differentiation can in part be attributed to the different locations of the field and field derivative measurements from lightning channels that are not exactly vertical or straight, in part to the considerable bit noise that is present in all numerically differentiated wave forms, and possibly to the poorer frequency response or insufficient sampling rate of the field measurements.

3. Theory

[15] The vertical electric field intensity \( E_z \) and the azimuthal magnetic flux density \( B_f \) of a lightning return stroke at ground level at a horizontal distance \( r \) from the bottom of a vertical lightning channel over a perfectly conducting ground are [Thottappillil et al., 1997]

\[
E_z(r, t) = \frac{1}{2\pi\varepsilon_0} \int_0^{L(t)} \left( \frac{2z'^2 - r^2}{R^2(z')} \right) \int_{\lambda(z')}^t i(z', \tau - R(z')/c) d\tau \\
+ \frac{2z'^2 - r^2}{cR^4(z')} (i(z', t - R(z')/c) \\
- \frac{r^2}{c^2R^4(z')} \frac{\partial i(z', t - R(z')/c)}{\partial t} dz' \\
- \frac{1}{2\pi\varepsilon_0} \frac{r^2}{c^2R^6(L(t))} \frac{\partial L(t)}{\partial t} \frac{dL(t)}{dt} 
\]

Figure 1. Underground launcher with the strike rod and current and current derivative measuring devices in the center of the buried metal grid and with electric \( (E) \) and magnetic \( (B) \) field and field derivative \( (dE/dt \) and \( dB/dt ) \) antennas at 15 m and 30 m.

Figure 2. A photograph of the experimental site and triggered lightning S0105. The photograph was taken from the SATTLLIF trailer (see Figure 1). The two vertical objects on either side of the strike rod are shock wave sensors, not shown in Figure 1.
The line charge density along the channel for the
TLM, given by
Thottappillil et al. [1997], is

$$\rho_L(\zeta, t) = -\frac{i(0, t + \zeta/c)}{c} + \frac{i(0, \zeta/v^*)}{v^*}, \quad (7)$$

where \( v^* = v/(1 + v/c) \). The first term is associated with the
downward moving current wave and represents the
transferred charge. The second term is due to the upward
moving front and represents the return stroke charge
deposited on the channel (or leader charge removed from
the channel). For the charge density at ground \((\zeta = 0)\), if
there is no discontinuity at \( t = 0 \) in the channel-base
current, the second term in equation (7) is equal to zero
\((i(0, 0)/v^* = 0)\) and the total charge density becomes

$$\rho_L(0, t) = -\frac{i(0, t)}{c}. \quad (8)$$

[18] The charge density at the front \((t = \zeta/v)\) is

$$\rho_L(\zeta, \zeta/v) = \frac{i(0, \zeta/v^*)}{v}, \quad (9)$$

as shown by Thottappillil et al. [1997]. Note that the charge
density distribution along the channel is bipolar since
equation (8) for the charge density at ground is negative (if
\(i(0,0)/v^* = 0)\) and equation (9) for the charge density at
the front is always positive. Thottappillil et al. [1997] attributed
the presence of the negative charge at the channel bottom
to the fact that the TCSM implicitly assumes that the channel
is terminated in its characteristic impedance, that is, the
current reflection coefficient at ground is zero. In most cases
this assumption is invalid since the impedance of the
lightning channel is typically much larger than the
impedance of the grounding, resulting in a current reflection
coefficient close to one (short circuit conditions at ground).
Under short circuit conditions, \( \rho_L(0, t) = 0 \) at all times, as
opposed to a negative value according to equation (8).
Modifications to the TCSM attempting to account for
current reflections at ground are found in the work of
Heidler and Hopf [1994, 1995].

4. Modeling Results

[19] Vertical electric fields and azimuthal magnetic fields
and their time derivatives at ground level at two distances,
15 m and 30 m, are calculated for all 5 strokes of flash
S0105 using both the TLM and the TCSM. The measured
currents and the measured current derivatives shown in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. 3 dB Cutoff Frequencies of the Low-Pass Filters and Sampling Rates of the Measurements for Lightning Flash S0105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 dB cutoff frequency, MHz</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sampling rate, MHz</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3, along with three assumed return stroke speeds, $v_1 = 1 \times 10^8$ m/s, $v_2 = 2 \times 10^8$ m/s, and $v_3 = 2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s (essentially the speed of light $c$), are used as inputs to equations (4) and (5) for the field calculation and the derivatives of equations (4) and (5) for the field derivative calculation, respectively. That is, measured current and its numerically evaluated integral and derivative are used in the field calculation, while measured current derivative and numerically evaluated functions of that derivative are used in the field derivative calculation. Both measured current and measured current derivative are best not used in a single calculation because they cannot be exactly aligned in time. In Figure 4, the modeling results are compared with the corresponding measured fields and field derivatives.

[26] The comparison shows that the TLM generally works well in predicting the electric and magnetic fields if speeds between $1 \times 10^8$ m/s and $2 \times 10^8$ m/s are used; the exceptions being the electric fields at 15 m and 30 m for stroke 5 (all modeled electric fields are larger than the measured fields).

[21] The TCSM typically produces a narrow spike in the rising portion of the electric and magnetic field wave forms which is not present in the measured fields. This spike, whose duration is of the order of 100 ns, is more pronounced for larger return stroke speeds, that is $v = 2 \times 10^8$ m/s and $v = 2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s. The TCSM therefore fails to reproduce adequately the front of the electric and magnetic field wave forms, particularly if large return stroke speeds are used. The model-predicted electric field wave forms after the initial peak are generally in good agreement with the measured fields if speeds of about $1 \times 10^8$ m/s or lower (modeling result for lower speeds are available but are not shown here) are used and are much lower than the measured field wave forms if the electric fields are computed using $v = 2 \times 10^8$ m/s and $v = 2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s. The model-predicted magnetic field wave forms after the initial peak are in good agreement with the measured magnetic fields for all three speeds considered here.

[22] The TLM works very well in predicting the electric and magnetic field derivatives if speeds near $2 \times 10^8$ m/s are used. Again, the exceptions are the electric field derivatives at 15 m and 30 m for stroke 5 (all modeled electric field derivatives are larger than the measured ones).

[23] The TCSM yields electric and magnetic field derivative peaks that are much larger and sharper than the corresponding measured peaks, followed by peaks of opposite polarity that are not observed in the measured derivative wave forms (these bipolar signatures in the field derivatives are related to the initial narrow spike in the TCSM fields). Therefore the TCSM fails to reproduce adequately measured electric and magnetic field derivative wave forms at 15 and 30 m.

5. Discussion

[24] The TCSM produces narrow spikes in the electric and magnetic fields and bipolar signatures in the electric and magnetic field derivatives, features not observed in the measured fields and field derivatives at 15 and 30 m presented here. Also, the TCSM underestimates the measured electric fields after the maximum for the higher assumed return stroke speeds ($v = 2 \times 10^8$ m/s and $v = 2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s). In order to understand better the TCSM and the differences between the two models studied here, we calculated the line charge density versus time by applying the TLM and the TCSM (equations (6) and (7)) for return stroke 1 with three return stroke speeds ($v = 1 \times 10^8$ m/s, $v = 2 \times 10^8$ m/s, and $v = 2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s). The results, presented in Figure 5, show that for the TLM the return stroke charge density is always positive while for the TCSM the return stroke charge density distribution along the channel is bipolar, as previously pointed out by Thottappillil et al. [1997] and Rakov et al. [2003] and discussed here following equation (9). Note that for the TCSM, the larger the speed, the longer the portion of the channel that is negatively charged; for $v = 1 \times 10^8$ m/s, $v = 2 \times 10^8$ m/s, and $v = 2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s, the bottom 10 m, 25 m, and 40 m, respectively, of the lightning channel are negatively charged. Since the TCSM does not match the experimental data for the larger speeds, as discussed above, the deficiencies in the model, i.e., the spikes in the electric and magnetic fields and the underestimation of the electric fields after the maximum, might be related to the unexpected presence of the negative charge on the bottom section of the channel, that section being longer for larger speeds. Note that the applicability of the TCSM also appears to depend on the shape of the initial rising portion of the channel-base current, that is, the deficiencies in the TCSM are more pronounced (and a longer portion of the channel is negatively charged) when the maximum current slope occurs closer to the current peak, a modeling result for which no figure is shown in this paper. The latter effect was previously considered by Thottappillil and Uman [1993].

[25] Willett et al. [1988, 1989] observed narrow electric field spikes in their distant (5.16 km) electric field data measured at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in 1985 and 1987 (see our section 1). Thottappillil and Uman [1993] calculated electric fields at 5.16 km using various return stroke models, with model inputs being the channel-base current measured during the 1987 KSC experiment and the optically measured return stroke speeds. They found that the TCSM-predicted electric fields contain spikes similar to those observed in the measured fields. It is, however, unlikely that the TCSM-predicted distant (radiation) electric field spikes reported by Thottappillil and Uman [1993] and the distant electric field spikes in the data of Willett et al. [1988, 1989] are associated with the same physical processes, since the TCSM also predicts spikes in the close electric fields which are not present in our measured electric fields at distances of 15 m and 30 m. It thus appears more likely that the electric field spikes in the 5.16 km KSC data are related to an initial bidirectional extension of the return stroke channel originating from the junction point of the downward and the upward-connecting leaders and involving propagation down the upward leader and the strike object with reflections at the top of the object and at ground [e.g., Rachidi et al., 2002]. Such a bidirectional return stroke process has been considered by Wagner and Hileman [1958], Uman et al. [1973], Weidman and Krider [1978], Willett et al. [1988, 1989], and Leteinturier et al. [1990] and has been documented by Wang et al. [1999].

[26] The electric field spikes observed by Willett et al. [1988] (1985 data, a 20-m-high strike object) had a mean magnitude that was about 11% of the total electric field peak
Figure 3. Measured (left) current derivatives and (right) currents of five return strokes in flash S0105. Current derivatives are shown on a 0.5-μs timescale, and currents are shown on a 5-μs timescale.
a) Flash S0105, Return Stroke 1

Figure 4. Measured electric/magnetic field derivatives (first/second columns) and electric/magnetic fields (third/fourth columns) at 15 m and 30 m for flash S0105, (a–e) strokes 1–5 overlaid with the corresponding model-predicted fields and field derivatives using the TLM/TCSM (first and second rows/third and fourth rows), and $v = 1 \times 10^8$, $2 \times 10^8$, and $2.99 \times 10^8$ m/s. The field derivatives/fields are shown on a 0.5/1 μs time window. Note that the vertical scales of the graphs vary according to the vertical ranges of variation of the displayed wave forms. Some measured wave forms do not begin at near-zero amplitude but at the finite value of the dart leader field prior to return stroke initiation.

and the mean magnitudes of the spikes measured by Willett et al. [1989] (1987 data, a 5-m-high strike object) were about 5% of the total electric field peak. Considering that the length of the upward going leader is expected to be greater for taller strike objects due to the greater electric field enhancement by taller objects and assuming that larger magnitudes of the electric field spikes are associated with taller strike objects having longer upward going leaders, the presence of larger spikes in the 1985 data (20-m-high strike object) compared to the spikes in the 1987 KSC data (5-m-high strike object) may be viewed as supporting the hypothesis that the spikes are due to an initial bidirectional extension of the return stroke channel involving return stroke propagation down both the upward leader and the strike object as well as up the downward leader channel.

The measured and model-predicted electric and magnetic field derivatives presented here attain peak value 100 to 300 ns after return stroke initiation, and the electric and magnetic fields flatten or reach peak value 400 ns to 1 μs after initiation (flattening of very close return stroke electric field wave forms within 15 μs or so is considered to be a characteristic feature of these wave forms [e.g., Rakov and Uman, 1998]. It follows that the field derivatives are likely associated with features of the return stroke process occurring at early times, while the fields are more closely related to the return stroke process at later times when the field derivatives are relatively small. Some speculation related to this observation are found in the next two paragraphs.

The TLM reproduces the measured field derivatives well for return stroke speeds near $2 \times 10^8$ m/s and reproduces the measured fields well for lower return stroke speeds (between $1 \times 10^8$ m/s and $2 \times 10^8$ m/s). This observation could be interpreted to indicate that the return stroke speed in the bottom tens of meters of the channel...
decreases rapidly with height, although, strictly speaking, the model is not valid for a time-varying return stroke speed. Also, the bottom 10 m or so may involve an upward connecting leader [Wang et al., 1999], not considered in the model.

[29] For strokes 1, 2, 3, and 4, the TLM with a return stroke speed close to \( \frac{1}{C^2} \times 10^8 \) m/s gives the best overall match between measured and model-predicted electric and magnetic field derivatives. A speed that gives the best overall match for the electric fields of these four strokes cannot be found. One of the possible, admittedly speculative, interpretations of this result is that there is less variation in return stroke speeds between strokes at early times when the return stroke front is within some tens of meters of the channel bottom than there is for return stroke speeds at later times. Again, strictly speaking, the model does not allow this inference.

[30] There are various modifications of the TLM that allow a current decay with height and hence a deposited charge on the channel (e.g., the modified transmission line model with linear current decay with height [Rakov and Dulzon, 1987] and the modified transmission line model with exponential current decay with height [Nucci et al., 1988]). For the first 1 \( \mu \)s of the return stroke modeled in the present paper, the results obtained here are essentially the same as would be obtained during the first 1 \( \mu \)s using those modified TL-type models since the current versus height profile is essentially the same for the different TL-type models for the first microsecond. As noted in section 3, the TCSM can be modified to take account of current reflections at ground. Potentially, this modification might alter the bipolar nature of the TCSM charge distribution discussed above and in section 3 with the resultant TCSM wave forms being possibly different from those presented here.

6. Concluding Remarks

[31] The TLM works reasonably well in reproducing close measured electric and magnetic fields if return stroke speeds during the first microsecond are chosen to be between \( 1 \times 10^8 \) m/s and \( 2 \times 10^8 \) m/s, and works well in reproducing field derivatives for return stroke speeds near \( 2 \times 10^8 \) m/s. This result is very similar to that of Willett et al. [1989] (see section 1) obtained from measurements of radiation (far) fields at 5.16 km whereas the present estimation of return stroke speed involves close field wave...
c) Flash S0105, Return Stroke 3
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d) Flash S0105, Return Stroke 4
e) Flash S0105, Return Stroke 5

Figure 4. (continued)
forms (at 15 and 30 m) that contain significant, if not dominant, near-field components [Uman et al., 2002]. The TCSM is deficient in modeling the 15 and 30 m fields, probably because it predicts a negative charge density at and near the channel bottom that is apparently related to the unrealistic assumption of matched conditions at the ground for the downward propagating current wave, while short circuit conditions are expected in most practical situations. The effect is more pronounced for higher return stroke speeds and for current wave forms with a maximum current rate of rise close to the current peak. Modifications to the TCSM related to the channel termination on ground should be considered to determine if such modification would improve the agreement with measurements. Further, other traveling current source type models such as the Diendorfer-Uman model [Diendorfer and Uman, 1990] should be tested against experimental data. Such additional modeling will be the subject of a future paper.
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